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Executive Summary
Ocean Spray® challenged us to craft a fully integrated marketing and retail campaign for its next 

operating year. We were tasked with driving brand relevance with a primary question in mind: Does 

the cooperative business model mean anything to the 24- to 34-year-old millennial?

The answer? A resounding yes. Through our research, we found that our target’s values powerfully align  

with what a co-op stands for. However, we also found that an overwhelming majority of them don’t 

know that Ocean Spray is a co-op. In fact, they don’t even understand what a co-op is.

Our research made it clear that we have the opportunity to educate consumers on how Ocean Spray 

operates, as long as we don’t bore them. Promoting Ocean Spray’s grower-owned structure in a new, 

exciting way will lead to a dramatic increase in brand equity, relevance and sales. To achieve this, our 

campaign will combat consumers’ lack of knowledge through a playful interaction between Ocean Spray 

and an unexpected third party.

Here are some key findings on our target’s relation to cooperatives:

85% 97%88%

85% of survey 
respondents did not 

know what a cooperative 
was.

Once defined, 88 percent 
of survey respondents 

said a cooperative 
business model would 

motivate them to 
purchase.

Over 97 percent of survey 
respondents said the 
co-op business model 

aligns with their values.
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Research

We started our campaign with secondary research to gain a better 

understanding of the brand, product category and consumer. Through 

brand audits for Ocean Spray as well as its competitors, we gained 

further insight into our target’s relation to the juice and packaged fruit 

markets. We then moved into primary research, using surveys and 

in-depth interviews to thoroughly explore our target’s:

Nationally distributed survey

•	 juice and dried fruit attitudes

•	 brand perceptions

•	 purchasing motivations

•	 knowledge of cooperatives

•	 media consumption

•	 expectations of a brand’s social responsibility 

In-depth

interviews

Representing all geographic 

regions of the U.S.

24-34
Ages

739 28

•	 Throughout our research and media sections, we’ve referenced various 

information sources indicated by superscript numbers. A listing of those 

sources can be accessed at this link: 

http://bit.ly/2FQtcr4

survey respondents interviewees



"When I think of cranberry juice, 

I think of that brand 

[Ocean Spray]."
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Through our research, we gained insights about our target’s interaction with Ocean Spray and the product category.

Key Findings

100 percent of our in-depth 

interview respondents 

recognized the Ocean Spray 

brand and had no negative 

feelings toward the brand.

Over 81 percent of survey 

respondents reported that 

they did not purchase juice 

products because they were 

too sugary, contained too 

many calories or lacked 

nutritional value.

Nearly 89 percent of survey 

respondents considered 

maintaining good health 

somewhat  

or very important.

Exploring Brand & Category

With our target firmly believing the juice category is unhealthy, any kind of campaign 

message that battles against this perception would be fruitless. Thankfully, Ocean 

Spray’s strong brand awareness is a huge asset. Consumers’ lack of negative feelings 

toward the brand make our target a blank slate, presenting an opportunity to explore 

numerous other messaging strategies. 

What This Means

52% 45%

Juice was most often purchased

in the refrigerator section

(52 percent) followed by in aisle

at 45 percent.

Juice was most often purchased every so often (52 percent) as 
opposed to every time or every other time respondents shopped. 

 Deidre, 34 (Alabama)

"Cranberry juice makes me think 

of high sugar content."

Ben, 25 (Oregon)

"Cranberry juice is something I 

don’t consider very healthy."

Robin, 30 (Alaska)

100% 89%81%
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Understanding Causes & Co-ops

73 percent of millennials are willing 

to try new or otherwise unfamiliar 

products if the brand releasing it 

supports a cause with the purchase.2

85 percent of millennials consider the 

brand’s responsibility efforts when 

deciding whether to recommend it.2

70 percent of millennials are willing to 

spend more with brands that support 

causes they care about.3 

79 percent of millennials wish it were 

easier to know which companies were 

doing good.5 

Research shows that 

nearly 40 percent of 

millennials are more 

likely to buy a product 

or service when their 

purchase supports a 

cause. 

73%

70%

79%

85%

Key Findings on Causes

Millennials make purchasing decisions based on the tenets of self, 
society and planet. The tenet of society asks the question: "What good 
is the company contributing to the broader community it serves?" and 

includes cause programs such as employee wages, manufacturing 
standards, employee policies and community support.1

40% 45%

About 45 percent of 

millennials (compared 

to just 27 percent of 

non-millennials) believe 

they can contribute to 

a cause they care about 

more easily through 

a company’s program 

than on their own.4

We sought to uncover our target’s knowledge and perceptions about brands engaging in social responsibility causes. To understand their views on cooperatives, we 

conducted research on whether our target believes co-ops contribute to positive social change and if that motivates them to purchase. Here’s what we found:
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*based off primary research of surveys and interviewsKey Findings on Co-ops

Understanding Causes & Co-ops

85 percent of 
respondents did 
not know what a 
co-op business 

model was.

88 percent of 
respondents 

said that 
knowing that 

a company 
operated as a 
co-op would 

motivate them 
to purchase 

from that 
company.

77 percent of 
respondents 

would choose to 
purchase from 
a company that 

operates as a 
cooperative over 

one that does 
not.

85 percent of 
respondents 
said knowing 

that Ocean 
Spray operates 

as a co-op 
changes their 
perception of 

the company in 
a positive way.

92 percent of 
respondents did 

not know that 
Ocean Spray was 

a co-op.

Over 70 percent 
of respondents 
said they would 
be somewhat or 
very likely to buy 
products from a 
brand that had 

the same values 
as them. 

Over 70 percent 
of respondents 
said they would 
be willing to pay 
more for a brand 
that operates as 

a co-op.

Over 97 percent 
of respondents 

said that the 
co-op business 
model aligned 

with their values.

Our target doesn’t know about cooperatives, but once they do, they love 

them. To them, a co-op is a type of cause because it supports family 

farmers, not a big corporation. Since we know they view cooperatives the 

same way as a company that promotes a social cause, it gives us the 

opportunity to leverage their activism in our messaging.

What This Means
"They [Ocean Spray] talk about 

benefiting over 700 farmers. 

In my eyes, that is like helping 

other people." 

 — Shannon, 27 (Texas) 

"I’d rather support a group of 

people working together than a 

large corporation that doesn’t care 

about its employees."

 — Kevin, 24 (Missouri) 

"I would 100% purchase from them 

[Ocean Spray]. It’s nice to know 

there are good people making 

decisions."

— Dante, 25 (Colorado) 

85% 88% 77% 85% 92% 70% 70% 97%
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Since they’re receptive to ads when they involve free content and a humorous approach, we have an opportunity to produce 

what they want, where they want it. They want to laugh, and fulfilling that desire will draw their complete attention. If we 

plan on reaching our target, video is a must. From viewing videos on their social feeds to occasionally watching traditional 

TV, they’re constantly engaged and seeking content that won’t leave them snoozing.

Key Findings

What This Means

70 percent of interview 

respondents said they 

prefer to engage with 

brands through video.

70 percent of interview 

respondents said they 

typically engage with 

videos on Facebook.

47 percent of interview 

respondents said they still 

pay attention to traditional 

television ads.

94 percent of interview 

respondents expressed a 

preference for humorous 

advertisements.

Millennials understand the necessity 

of ads in order for brands to inform 

the public of their products and 

services (79 percent) and many say 

that overall, ads don’t bother them 

(46 percent) – especially if the content 

they are viewing is free (75 percent).6

In order to better understand our target consumer and how best to reach them with our messages, we looked at their media 

consumption habits and content preferences.  Here’s what we found: 

When it comes to types of ads, 57 

percent of millennial respondents 

selected humor and social good as 

two top themes.7

“"It’s all about relevance or 

humor – an ad that is funny at 

the start gets my attention."“ 

"A TV ad would really need to 

stand out right away as funny or 

intriguing to hold my attention."“

Kevin, 24 (Missouri)

Kelly, 32 (Missouri)

"I prefer video advertisements. 

They’re better because I can get 

more information out of them."“

Liz, 25 (Illinois)

Reaching the Millennial Consumer
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Our older millennial target is constantly on the move. They juggle diverse 

hobbies, social outings and personal lives all while holding down a full-

time job.6 It’s no wonder they constantly try to simplify their lives.8 And 

while they care about health and brand social responsibility, they don’t 

have time to research whether those claims are true.9 Ocean Spray can 

make it simple for these busybodies – and leverage its co-op model – by 

reminding these consumers that when they buy Ocean Spray, they are 

doing good. They can be the activists they aspire to be. Well, half activists.

Kate has a big heart, but a small time frame.10 Constantly moving 

between her office job and her blogging side hustle, Kate has no time to 

waste. Health-wise, Kate’s more of a fast walker than a runner. She’ll pop 

a vitamin religiously each morning but can’t keep herself away from the 

coffee-shop pastries on the way to work. To Kate, everything’s a trade-

off. She may not be the healthiest person on the block, but she feels 

accomplished when she at least considers convenient, healthy options.

Meet Kate, a Half-tivist.

In her health and lifestyle, she can only follow through if her wallet 

and schedule agree. Kate has a drive to help others, but she needs the 

opportunities to be easy. She wants to buy from the little guy and values 

local business, but she doesn’t have time to research and find out if 

companies practice what they preach. She instead prefers to be told 

of their charity work, so her do-good side can feel fulfilled. If Kate were 

educated on the cooperative business model, she would champion the 

local farmers and their families. She would even seek out the brand to 

make routine purchases, as long as it fell in her price range.

Ocean Spray needs to reach the Kates.

We like to call them Half-tivists.

Consumer Profile
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"I do what I can when I can, and I generally consider myself a good person. I don’t 

have all the extra time and money in the world, but I believe it’s important to 

do good when possible. I throw in an extra dollar at the cash register to donate 

to charities, and I’m more than willing to sign petitions that come through on 

my Facebook feed. I also try to buy from ethical companies as long as they’re 

not too expensive. I don’t have the time or the desire to research and find out 

how they operate, but when I hear about companies giving back, I definitely 

consider	buying	from	them."•

Insight

What’s behind Ocean Spray? Just farmers. A lot of them. All working together, sharing 

resources and profits to grow cranberries for the world. 

Message

We’ll promote Ocean Spray’s cooperative to Half-tivists, driving product 

relevance by making it easy for them to do the good they aspire to do. The idea 

of supporting family farmers, rather than a corporation, will resonate with 

millennials desiring to support brands that make positive social contributions. 

Since 70 percent of our survey respondents stated that they would spend more 

on products from a co-op, we know our message will spark action. This new 

connection forged between Half-tivists and Ocean Spray will dramatically 

increase brand equity and drive sales, as they’ll learn that buying Ocean Spray 

perfectly grants that coveted moment of satisfaction that only comes from 

helping others.

Rationale

Strategy

“When I hear about 
companies giving back, 

I definitely consider 
buying from them.”



Enter Cooper ‘Thaddeus’ Sprout: part-time IT specialist, full-
time conspiracy theorist. Cooper has heard about Ocean Spray’s 
business model but thinks it’s too good to be true. He’s on a 
quest to find the real story. It’s all part of his upcoming feature 

exposé – Beyond the Bog: A Cranspiracy.

As	Ocean	Spray	pushes	 its	 cooperative	message	of•We’re	 Just	 Farmers,	Cooper	

attempts to uncover collusion in the cran world. Through this back-and-forth 

dialogue, Ocean Spray will respond to Coop’s questions with utter transparency. 

From this exchange, our target learns how Ocean Spray gives 100 percent of its 

profits back to the growers, along with many other aspects of the co-op. With 

Cooper driving the conversation, we will illustrate the positive benefits of buying 

Ocean Spray in a humorous, unexpected way.

Our target vividly recalls Sarah McLachlan wailing to images of sad puppies. They 

felt a sense of obligation as Santa swung the Salvation Army bucket every holiday 

season. It was difficult to reconcile that they didn’t have the means to help. But 

that was then. Now our target is willing to spend some money to put good into the 

world, as long as it’s convenient. Ocean Spray’s co-operative business model would 

be the perfect feel-good buy for our target – if only they knew what it was.
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THE BIG IDEA

Cooper “Thaddeus” Sprout
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Advertising Objective:
To drive product relevance by increasing brand equity 7 percent, reaching a total equity score of at least 8.8 

and increasing household penetration 0.5 percentage points.

Media Objectives: 
Through a mix of relevant, targeted media, our tactics and placements will follow Cooper’s investigation 

and provide a platform for Ocean Spray to showcase its cooperative to Half-tivists.

How:
Broad reach advertisements, in-store activations and digital media will combine to constitute a campaign 

that will entertain and educate Half-tivists. Through Coop’s unapologetic, unexpected mockumentary, we 

will reveal the positive characteristics of Ocean Spray that our target doesn’t know.

Tone:
Beyond the Bog will have two distinct tones. First, we have Coop, who is ever-the-skeptic, constantly trying 

to unearth something that isn’t there. His stubborn and eccentric tone will stand in stark contrast to the 

responses of Ocean Spray, whose neighborly tone comes across as an older brother playfully correcting 

his obnoxious younger sibling.

Rollout: 
To launch the investigation, Coop and the Cranspiracy will take to YouTube pre-roll and broadcast 

placements from June to October. Specific markets are selected based on the opportunity to connect and 

interact with Half-tivists. 

Placing our in-store activations early in the campaign will allow us to greet Half-tivists soon after they’ve 

encountered our initial messaging. We will place these tactics in stores like Walmart, Kroger and Target 

at approximately 250 locations across our target cities. This serves as a reminder of the positive force 

behind Ocean Spray, translating the co-op message into sales.

After Half-tivists meet Cooper online and in-store, we’ll engage them further through two exciting 

experiential tactics. The built-in shareability of these tactics will significantly boost organic reach 

through earned media. Both of these tactics will encourage Half-tivists to interact more physically with 

our campaign, giving our target branded experiences they’re sure to remember.

Throughout the entire campaign, our social media and microsite will continually be the red thread tying  

our tactics together. Our $10 million budget will feature programmatic extensions, as well as an exclusive 

tactic running all year.

Communication Plan 

Phase 1: Campaign Introduction (June-Oct.) 

Test Markets

Phase 2: Retail In-store Activation (Aug.-Oct.) 

YouTube pre-roll ads

Broadcast placements

Social media

AR in-aisle/coupons

In-store beacon technology

Floor decals

End caps

Aisle flaps 

New York City 

Chicago 

Los Angeles

San Francisco

Dallas/Fort Worth

Lyft promotion

Escape room 

Phase 3: Experiential Advertising (Dec.-Mar.)

Entire Campaign (June-May)

Freight Farms*

Cranspiracy microsite

Social activation 

*Tactic for $10 million budget only
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Video

Cooper "Thaddeus" Sprout is on a 

mission to expose Ocean Spray to 

the world through his documentary, 

"Beyond	 the	 Bog:	 A	 Cranspiracy."•	

Through a series of mockumentary-

style videos that kick off our 

campaign, we will follow Coop on 

his	 journey	 to	 uncover	 the	 "truth"•	

behind Ocean Spray’s business 

model. In X-Files fashion, Coop 

interrogates farmers, scopes out 

bogs and gathers evidence for his 

exposé. Our main 60-second spot 

will	serve	as	the	•"trailer"•	for	Coop’s	

documentary. We’ll also create two 

6-second spots, a 15-second spot 

and a 30-second spot, which follow 

additional interactions between 

Cooper and Ocean Spray.  In addition 

to running on owned platforms, paid 

spots will be placed on Facebook, 

Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and 

Hulu. A shortened version of the 

"trailer"  will reach Half-tivists on 

traditional television, introducing 

them to the campaign.

Tactic

Rationale
This mockumentary approach has a growing appeal on our target age group11 and also humorously addresses their suspicion of corporations. Half-tivists are surrounded by video 

messaging, which accounts for 74 percent of all online traffic.12 Our target views social media, streaming services like Hulu and video sharing services like YouTube as the top "must 

have" mobile apps.13 Additionally, four times as many people would rather watch a video for a product than read about it.14 These statistics reinforce our strategy of placing entertaining 

video content on Half-tivists’ favorite platforms, all while teaching them about the cooperative. Our two 6-second spots will ensure unskippable campaign messaging, while our longer 

spots will educate and entertain more thoroughly. Despite being digitally inclined, 53 percent of Half-tivists still watch traditional television, making it an important medium for 

outreach as well.15

Beyond the Bog: A Cranspiracy
Video

:60 second

:30 second

:15 second

:06 second

:06 second

Password: nsac18team202

vimeo.com/261069731

vimeo.com/261061818

vimeo.com/261062012

vimeo.com/261066301

vimeo.com/261061483
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:60 second

:30 second

:15 second

:06 second

:06 second

This tactic takes Coop’s cluttered 

corkboard of conspiracy theories out of 

his room and right into the store, where 

he has taken over an endcap of the 

iconic “Bog Guys” to expose Ocean Spray 

and juice products with his truths. 

Coop’s photos and notes detailing 

his suspicions about Ocean Spray’s 

business model will be connected 

with red thread on the board, down the 

display and onto the floor. There the red 

thread transitions into decals leading 

our Half-tivists in-aisle to the very 

products in question.

Tactic

Rationale
Our primary research reveals that Half-

tivists love the idea of a cooperative 

business model for companies, but 

they often need a reminder at point-

of-purchase.  Additionally, 44 percent 

of our survey respondents said they 

purchase juice in the aisle, generally as 

more of a treat than a routine pattern. 

End caps leading to floor decals will 

guide our Half-tivists straight to 

Ocean Spray products, driving product 

relevance at the point of purchase and 

encouraging our target to buy on a more 

regular basis.16 This tactic pays homage 

to the widely-recognized Bog Guys while 

reinforcing Coop’s exposé “Beyond the 

Bog: A Cranspiracy.”

44% 44 percent of our survey respondents said 
they purchase juice in the aisle, generally 
as more of a treat than a routine pattern.

In Store

Password: nsac18team202
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Looking at screens is a favorite pastime of 

Half-tivists. We will appeal to our target’s 

desire for interactive digital experiences 

right in the aisle using augmented 

reality (AR) to put users in Coop’s shoes. 

Using a tethered iPad secured to the 

shelf, users will be prompted to scan the 

aisle with the camera. Using technology 

similar to Pokemon Go, users can find 

one of the three animated farmers 

hiding somewhere among the bottles of 

Ocean Spray. Once they get the farmer’s 

attention with a tap, Half-tivists will 

have the opportunity to ask a series of 

Coop’s questions – some more serious 

than others – to a chatbot farmer. The 

responses will remind Half-tivists about 

how farmers are at the center of the 

Ocean Spray cooperative while indulging 

the target’s curiosity and desire to 

interact with a screen. We will reward 

Half-tivists for their participation with a 

digital coupon, further incentivizing them 

to buy Ocean Spray.

Our research shows Half-tivists value 

experiences over products.17 By creating 

a unique shopping experience, they 

will be enticed to pick Ocean Spray over 

competitors. Additionally, 88 percent 

of our survey respondents say that 

knowing a company operates as a 

cooperative would motivate them to 

purchase. Reminding Half-tivists about 

the co-op in-aisle allows us to drive 

product relevance where it matters most. 

And since 52 percent of millennials 

consider a brand’s use of technology 

when purchasing, we’re providing an 

experience our target craves.18 With 74 

percent of millennials citing coupons as 

influential on purchases, we’ll make sure 

our co-op education leads to sales.19 Our 

target’s preferences combined with the 

explosive growth of AR proves that this 

tactic would be irresistible to Half-tivists 

and have a lasting impact on purchase 

decisions.

Tactic Rationale

Beaconing

In conjunction with the AR tactic, we will use iBeacon technology as a 

mechanism to drive consumers to our in-aisle experience. Beaconing 

uses geolocation and a retailer’s app to send a notification to consumers’ 

mobile devices when they first step foot in the store. At retailers such as 

Walmart, Target and other large grocers, we will prompt Half-tivists to 

experience Coop’s messaging at our in-store touchpoints.

Tactic

Retail stores are experiencing the fastest growing adoption of beacon 

technology.20 Deployment of beacons is expected to reach 400 million 

units by 2020.21 Since 86 percent of millennials access a retailer app 

weekly, we have the opportunity to drive Half-tivists in-aisle with an 

unexpected message, putting Ocean Spray on the cusp of emerging 

technology.22 These alerts will help reinforce our campaign messaging 

at the point-of-purchase, working together with our other in-store 

tactics to provide an impactful reminder to place Ocean Spray products 

in their cart.

Rationale

Augmented Reality
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Our microsite, cranspiracy.com, will serve as a primary 

educational touchpoint of our campaign, as well as provide 

an integrated hub of our other tactics. We will greet visitors 

with a video montage of Coop’s investigation overlayed with 

Ocean Spray’s responses to "Beyond the Bog: a Cranspiracy." 

These explanations will include a full description of the 

cooperative structure. To further the dialogue, we also will 

feature playful responses to Coop’s sensationalist reviews 

about specific Ocean Spray products. All other tactics will 

have a call-to-action leading Half-tivists here to learn more, 

including paid social to drive traffic. When curious Half-

tivists start seeking more information on our campaign, 

optimized SEO and paid search will help ensure their 

attention is directed to the microsite.

Our primary research shows websites are the second 

most common place Half-tivists go when trying to 

learn more about a company. By using a microsite 

to educate our consumers, we’ll meet them as soon 

as they begin their online journey. Additionally, by 

including video on the landing site, we can increase 

engagement by 80 percent.23 Since Half-tivists 

spend almost 4 hours daily24 on mobile devices, we’ll 

make our site mobile-friendly to ensure maximum 

messaging and viewership potential. 

Tactic

Rationale

Interactive Digital 

On Hulu, Half-tivists have the choice to either watch a 

long series of ads or interact with one for 30 seconds. 

Our tactic will take advantage of this model by creating 

an interactive digital ad in the form of a true or false 

quiz game. The game will present Half-tivists with an 

intriguing statement regarding Ocean Spray’s business 

model and prompt them to play Coop, identifying  whether 

it is Bog or Bogus. The game will rotate through different 

statements, ensuring that each interaction will be unique. 

Every response will lead to an entertaining, impactful 

explanation that relates to Ocean Spray’s cooperative 

structure, reinforcing our campaign messaging and 

encouraging a trip down the cran-aisle.

Our research shows that consumers 

are 2.5 times more likely to engage 

with interactive ads than traditional 

options, such as video or banners.25 

Additionally, these ads earn 

focused, lasting attention, creating 

a perfect opportunity for Ocean 

Spray to explain the cooperative to 

a consumer who has specifically 

chosen to receive the ad in that 

format.26 Half-tivists will thank us 

for returning them to their shows 

quicker, and with 37 percent of 

millennials using Hulu, we know we’ll 

reach a solid chunk of our target.27

Tactic

Rationale

Microsite
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Half-tivists love locking themselves up. 

They’ll even pay money for it. Our traveling 

pop-up escape room will model Cooper’s 

apartment, equipped with all his doodads, 

doohickies and red thread. Our target 

will get to interact with his evidence, 

deducing where the investigation went 

wrong firsthand and learning about the 

cooperative in the process. After the 

game, Half-tivists can share a picture of 

their victory time – or lack thereof – on 

social media, extending the reach of the 

experience beyond just our target cities. 

As an additional incentive, all participants 

will leave with a sample of an Ocean Spray 

product.

Millennials love experiences,28 and when 

it comes to escape rooms, they make up 

the largest number of participants.29 Our 

limited-time pop-up games will pique 

interest with their exclusivity and non-

existent price tag. Since Half-tivists will 

be interacting with a physical space, the 

experience will be far more memorable, 

leaving information about Ocean Spray 

firmly planted in the mind.17 The user 

generated content from the photos will 

earn significant organic exposure across 

all social platforms.30

Tactic

Rationale

Escape Room
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Back Flap

Front Flap

Lyft

With 41 percent of Lyft’s users being 25- to 34-year-

olds, we know this is a tactic that will meet Half-tivists 

where they already are.31  Our research also shows that 

81 percent of millennials shared photos on social media 

at a branded event, 71 percent used the event’s hashtag 

and 67 percent followed the brand on social media.30 

Our target’s willingness to interact with brands on 

social media in these ways means the #cranride aspect 

of the tactic will increase our social media buzz and 

impressions in each city. With Cooper piquing interest 

in the rest of the campaign, this tactic will be an earned 

media machine.

Rationale

By nature, Half-tivists are much more willing to hail 

a Lyft than grunge it out walking on the streets. To 

capitalize, Ocean Spray will run a promotion with Lyft 

every weekend for a month to pick up Half-tivists in 

decked-out vehicles across our target cities. 

In order to raise co-op awareness and drive product 

relevance, we will give riders a free bottle of Pact®. We 

will attach a card to the neck of the bottle, giving a quick 

quip about the co-op. On the back of the card, Coop’s 

skeptical question will inspire curiosity, providing an 

unexpected contrast to the card’s front. Additionally, 

Half-tivists will be incentivized to share on social with 

#cranride for a chance to win a complimentary Lyft ride.

Tactic
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Social 

Half-tivists religiously check their feeds 

day-in and day-out. We will capitalize on 

their social presence to entertain and 

raise awareness for our other campaign 

tactics, using a combination of paid and 

owned content. Coop will have his own 

Twitter, Facebook and YouTube accounts 

where he vlogs, blogs and bombards Ocean 

Spray with his far-fetched theories. He’ll 

face some cheeky corrections from Ocean 

Spray as it teaches him the truth behind 

the cooperative. Following either Cooper or 

Ocean Spray allows Half-tivists to sit back 

and enjoy the drama. 

Forty-two percent of millennials said 

they can’t last five waking hours without 

checking social media.32 Coop’s pestering 

inquiries and Ocean Spray’s continued 

transparency will provide an entertaining 

co-op lesson for Half-tivists seeking 

humorous content on their feeds, an 

approach our primary research shows they 

appreciate. Our survey also shows that 51 

percent of our target agrees they would 

follow a food or beverage brand on social 

media. Because we know they’re listening, 

we’ll also use social to drive Half-tivists to 

our other tactics.

Tactic

Rationale

#BeyondtheBog
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In order to stay consistent with Ocean Spray’s values and to tap 

further into the activist side of our target, we will partner with 

Freight Farms, agricultural innovators and creators of the Leafy 

Green Machine. This "farm-in-a-box" is a 40-foot shipping 

container that grows fresh produce 365 days a year via a 

vertical hydroponic system. We will buy multiple containers and 

place them in food deserts across our target cities, which will 

provide a solution to communities that lack affordable access 

to inexpensive, healthy food options. By providing training and 

infrastructure for members of the community, we will make 

the Leafy Green Machine a permanent local establishment. To 

assist with program upkeep and awareness, we will also partner 

with local nonprofits that have similar goals. Ocean Spray 

will promote its new cause on social media, while Cooper will 

vehemently deny that metal boxes can be farms. The container’s 

side will have the Ocean Spray logo, so passersby will know 

who’s helping. We’re showing Half-tivists that simply buying 

from Ocean Spray supports a brand that’s actively working to 

improve communities across the nation. 

Tactic

Rationale
With the option of an additional $5 million campaign budget, 

we want to present an idea that does more than just extend the 

frequency and reach of our existing tactics. The larger budget 

creates a new opportunity to captivate our target in a truly 

authentic and impactful way. Our primary research shows that 

Half-tivists have a heart to give back when it’s convenient for 

them and admire a brand that will go out of its way to improve 

a community. Additionally, 90 percent of millennials are likely 

to switch from one brand to another – even when price and 

quality are equal – if the second supports a cause.33  With Ocean 

Spray adopting an external social cause on top of its admirable 

business model, we’ll capture the hearts of Half-tivists, leading 

to sustained product relevance and planting a little more good 

in the world.

Cause
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Budget and Timeline  

JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY $5M BUDGET  IMPRESSIONS $10M BUDGET  IMPRESSIONS

DIGITAL

BROAD REACH

SOCIAL MEDIA

FLIGHTING: JUNE 2018 - MAY 2019 (11 MONTHS)

RETAIL PROMOTIONS

PR/BRAND 

PRODUCTION

AGENCY FEES

TOTAL BUDGET

KEY

AR In-Store (if $12 CPM)

Digital AR Coupons
Beacon
Cranspiracy Microsite
Hulu ($27.61 CPM)

YouTube Pre-roll ($7.60 CPM)

$155,000.00
$100,000.00
$6,250.00
$150,000.00
$505,777.00
$425,777.00

$155,000.00
$166,667.00
$6,250.00
$150,000.00
$1,430,000.00
$1,840,000.00

Lyft Promotion
Broadcast TV ($18.19 CPM)

Escape Room 
Escape Room Samples

$200,000.00
$759,920.00
$200,000.00
$6,750.00

$363,333.00
$1,000,000.00
$200,000.00
$6,750.00

9,600,000
41,776,800
3,009,808

-

9,600,000
54,975,261
3,009,808

-

Floor Decals
Aisle Flaps
End Caps

$5M Budget

$10M Budget 

Timeline Not Applicable

*   Includes Paid and Owned

-   Impressions Not Applicable

$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$200,000.00

$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$200,000.00

18,000,000
20,000,000
180,000,000

18,000,000
20,000,000
180,000,000

Facebook* ($11.17 CPM)

YouTube (Vlogs)

Instagram* ($13.92 CPM)

Twitter* ($6.27 CPM)

$200,000.00
Included
$200,000.00
$200,000.00

$200,000.00
Included
$200,000.00
$200,000.00

17,905,102+ 
21K+ views
14,367,816+
31,897,926+

Freight Farms

Production $500,000.00 $750,000.00

$1,120,667.00

$750,000.00 $1,500,000.00

$9,888,667.00$4,959,474.00

- -

1,501,872

- -Agency Fees

12,916,666
-

18,000,000
-

18,318,616
56,023,289

12,916,666
-

18,000,000
-

51,792,828
242,105,263

17,905,102+ 
21K+ views
14,367,816+
31,897,926+
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To measure the success of Beyond The Bog: A Cranspiracy, we will use a variety of KPIs and three main analytic software tools to measure all aspects of the campaign throughout its duration. 

We’ll use Cyfe to track analytics for KPI measurement, Google analytics and microsite SEO. Sprout Social will provide us with data across all social channels, as well as social listening 

capabilities. Lastly, Hotjar will evaluate microsite performance. These tools will give us a comprehensive analysis of how all aspects of the campaign are performing at any given time and 

will make it easy to optimize tactics and media placements as necessary.

Increase digital impressions by 400 percent  

Metric: Recorded on Cyfe, which accounts for 

online ad views, web page views on various 

websites (YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, SERPs, 

etc.) that our campaign produces 

Campaign Evaluation

Awareness

Consideration

Trial

Customer

Sales

Gain 30,000 views on each of Cooper’s YouTube 

videos34

Metric: Recorded on Cyfe, which shows YouTube  

video view count

40 percent of all people who are exposed to 

Coop’s pre-roll YouTube advertisment watch to 

completion35 

Metric: Recorded on Cyfe, which tracks the 

number of ad skips on YouTube

600,000 consumers interact with in-store AR simulation

Metric: Cyfe tracks our application that runs our AR activity 

and can give reports on how many users started an AR session

Increase Ocean Spray followers by 120 percent and have Coop 

gain total of 20,000 followers on each social platform

Metric: Cyfe and Sprout Social measure follower activity and 

can give detailed reports on our follower count

Increase engagement for posts by 400 percent

Metric: Sprout Social tracks likes, comments, shares and web 

clicks on all social posts

Consumers visit an average of two pages per session on the 

microsite36

Metric: Hotjar tracks the number of pages a consumer visits 

per session

Hand out a total of 4,500 Pact samples, with 900 Pact 

samples per city location during Lyft promotion37

Metric: We will track how many samples are given away and 

at what locations, so we can later compare results and see 

in which cities our tactic performed best

2,800 people participate in Escape Room and receive a 

snack pack of Craisins®

Metric: Participants will sign up for the Escape Room

50 percent ad recall

Metric: This will be measured through bi-monthly surveys 

and focus groups throughout the duration of the campaign, 

and results will be used to adjust aspects of our campaign 

if necessary

15,000 engagements from Lyft hashtag #CranRide on 

Twitter and Instagram38 gain total of 20,000 followers on 

each social platform

Metric: Track the number of hashtag engagement through 

Sprout Social

Generate a 7%+ increase in brand equity among millennial 

audience

Metric: Measured by Millward Brown

Grow household penetration by 0.5 percent points among 

millennials (representing 415,500 households) over the next 

two years

Metric: Measured by Millward Brown


